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MeerKAT 

•Specifications:
•64 dishes of 13.5 meters (equiv)
•Offset Gregorian
•70% in core of ~ 1 km
•30% in extended configuration of 8 km
•Resolution 8”-90”
•Single pixel cooled receivers
•580 MHz - 1.75 GHz and 8 - 15 GHz
•[Long baseline “spur” (out to 20 km)]
•Commissioned by late 2015

•KAT-7 proto-type test bed
•7 dishes of 12 meters



shortest baseline 27m
longest baseline 8 km
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KAT-7

•Technology and science test bed for 
MeerKAT

•7 dishes of 12 m

•Compact configuration

•Longest baseline 200m
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KAT-7 Views
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MeerKAT Approved Projects

– Priority Group 1
– Radio Pulsar Timing (PI: Bailes): 7860h
– HI Deep Field (PIs: Blyth, Holwerda, Baker): 5000h

– Priority Group 2
– MESMER: MeerKAT Search for Molecules in the Epoch of Re-ionisation (PI: 

Heywood): 6500h
– MeerKAT Absorption Line Survey (PIs: Gupta and Srianand): 4000h

– MHONGOOSE: MeerKAT HI observations of Nearby Galactic Objects: Observing 
Southern Emitters (PI: de Blok): 6000h

– TRAPUM: Transients and Pulsars with MeerKAT (PIs: Stappers and Kramer): 3080h
– A MeerKAT HI Survey of Fornax (PI: Serra): 2450h
– MeerGAL: A MeerKAT High Frequency Galactic Plane Survey (PIs: Thompson and 

Goedhart): 3300h
– MeerKAT International GigaHertz Tiered Extragalactic Exploration (MIGHTEE) Survey 

(PIs Van der Heyden and Jarvis): 1950h
– ThunderKAT: The Hunt for Dynamic and Explosive Radio Transients with MeerKAT 

(PIs: Woudt and Fender): 3000h

– (VLBI)



HI: what’s left to do

The connection between between star formation, 
HI, dynamics and accretion, is one of the main 
issues to address in the coming years through large, 
deep surveys of the H I in the local and distant 
Universe

- How do galaxies get their gas?

- How is star formation regulated?

- How are outer disks and cosmic web linked?



THINGS

Data: Walter et al 2008
Milky Way HI map: Oort et al (1958)
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H I halos are the interface between galaxies and IGM?

Counterrotating 
cloud

- Lower halo corresponds to galactic fountain

but outer halo has no kinematic relation to disk

- Can explain outer halo by accretion of gas from IGM

- Only very few cases known because deep observations are needed

- Deep H I observations of nearby spirals may help to understand the relation with IGM

- Study the low column density H I in nearby Universe to see how this connects to IGM

extended non-rotating outer halo 

at level of 1019 cm-2, more than 20 

kpc above disk

Oosterloo et al 2007

16x12 hr WSRT

NGC 891

Model of cold accretion
(Maccio, Moore & Stadel)

Galaxy halo-IGM connection

Figure 2: Comparison of shallow THINGS and deep HALOGAS observations of NGC 925. Left: The HI distribution in NGC 925
from THINGS, convolved to the WSRT resolution. Lowest contour at 9 · 1019 cm−2, with each contour double the previous value.
Center: False-color image of the baryonic components. Colors as in Fig. 1. Right: The HI distribution as observed by the deep WSRT
HALOGAS survey. Lowest contour 1.8 · 1019 cm−2 with each contour double the previous value. (HI maps: courtesy G.Heald and the
HALOGAS collaboration.)

HI halos have been detected in only about a dozen galaxies. The current state-of-the art survey for these HI
halos is the WSRT HALOGAS project. Its goal is to map the distribution of the low column density (∼ 1018

cm−2) gas in a number of late-type galaxies, but with a fairly limited range in inclination and rotation velocity
(cf. Section 4.1 and Fig. 3g). HALOGAS is an exploratory survey and is not aiming to be representative of the
local galaxy population, and leaves a large part of parameter space unexplored. Nevertheless, first results
paint a dramatically different picture of hitherto familiar galaxies (Fig. 2), and indicate great potential for a
more complete understanding of the respective roles of accretion and feedback over a comprehensive range
in galaxy properties.

The deep survey of MHONGOOSE will lead to a large increase in the number of detected HI halos. For the
first time, the properties of the HI halos (e.g., spatial distribution and kinematics of gas, velocity dispersion, HI
mass function of high-velocity clouds, etc.), and how these depend on global galaxy characteristics, can be
investigated for a large range in galaxy mass and evolutionary history.
3.1.3 Cosmic Web

In recent years it has become clear that galaxies do not dominate the universal baryon budget, but are
merely the brightest pearls of an underlying cosmic web. Gaseous filaments extending between the massive
galaxies are a prediction of high-resolution numerical models of structure formation (e.g. Davé et al. 1999).
These predict that most of the baryons at low redshift are in a warm-hot intergalactic medium (WHIM; T =
105–107 K), while 25% are in the 104 K diffuse IGM, with only 25% condensed in galaxies and their gaseous
halos. Due to the moderately high temperature in the IGM (� 104 K), most of the gas in the cosmic web
is highly ionised. To detect the cooler baryons in the cosmic web, a column density sensitivity of ∼ 1017−18

cm−2 is required. Multiple independent lines of evidence demonstrate that the surface area subtended by HI
at column densities near 1017 cm−2 significantly exceeds that seen at 1019 cm−2 (Corbelli & Bandiera 2002;
Braun & Thilker 2004; Popping et al. 2009). The MHONGOOSE deep survey will have enough sensitivity to
unravel the cosmic web. At a resolution of 90 ��, the typical 5σ column density sensitivity of one of our deep
observations will be a few times 1017 cm−2. Stacking the HI profiles may push the effective column density
sensitivity even lower. Note that while single-dish observations probing these low column density levels exist,
it is the powerful combination of resolution and sensitivity that make MeerKAT the instrument par excellence
for this work.
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• Deep H I observations of 
nearby spirals may help to 
understand the relation with 
IGM

• Study the low column density 
H I in nearby Universe to see 
how this connects to IGM
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ABSTRACT

We introduce a new, very deep neutral hydrogen (H i) survey being performed with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope
(WSRT). The Westerbork Hydrogen Accretion in LOcal GAlaxieS (HALOGAS) Survey is producing an archive of some of the
most sensitive H i observations available, on the angular scales which are most useful for studying faint, diffuse gas in and around
nearby galaxies. The survey data are being used to perform careful modeling of the galaxies, characterizing their gas content, mor-
phology, and kinematics, with the primary goal of revealing the global characteristics of cold gas accretion onto spiral galaxies in the
local Universe. In this paper, we describe the survey sample selection, the data acquisition, reduction, and analysis, and present the
data products obtained during our pilot program, which consists of UGC 2082, NGC 672, NGC 925, and NGC 4565. The observations
reveal a first glimpse of the picture that the full HALOGAS project aims to illuminate: the properties of accreting H i in different types
of spirals, and across a range of galactic environments. None of the pilot survey galaxies hosts an H i halo of the scale of NGC 891,
but all show varying indications of halo gas features. We compare the properties of detected features in the pilot survey galaxies with
their global characteristics, and discuss similarities and differences with NGC 891 and NGC 2403.

Key words. Galaxies: spiral - Galaxies: evolution - Galaxies: ISM - Galaxies: halos - Galaxies: kinematics and dynamics

1. Survey Motivation

It is becoming increasingly clear that gas accretion is a crucial
piece of the puzzle of galaxy evolution. Accretion has been in-
voked as a possible solution to several problems in galactic as-
trophysics. A typical accretion rate of ≈ 1 M⊙ yr−1 seems to be
necessary in order for spiral galaxies to replenish gas consumed
in the star formation process – it has been noted that otherwise,
galaxies would use up their gas on timescales shorter than their
ages (e.g., Larson et al. 1980). The constancy of the SFR in
the solar neighborhood (Twarog 1980; Binney et al. 2000) ar-
gues that this inflow of fresh gas should locally be fairly con-
stant. Similar accretion rates of metal-free gas may be needed
to match the chemical evolution of the disk (e.g., Lacey & Fall
1985; Schönrich & Binney 2009). Accretion of fresh gas has
also been invoked to explain the “G-dwarf problem,” i.e. the
small number of local stars with low metallicity (Pagel 1997),
for instance by Chiappini et al. (1997). Large scale disturbances
in galaxies, such as lopsidedness (both morphological and kine-
matical) and warps, may be the result of accretion (Bournaud
et al. 2005; Sancisi et al. 2008). In their recent review of the
observational evidence for cold accretion, Sancisi et al. (2008)
infer a global average observed neutral gas accretion rate onto

Send offprint requests to: G. Heald, e-mail: heald@astron.nl

galaxies of � 0.2 M⊙ yr−1. Such accretion may take place in two
ways: through the merging of gas-rich satellites, and “pure” gas
accretion from the intergalactic medium (IGM).

On theoretical grounds, a mode of accretion referred to as
“cold” should continue in galaxies in low density environments
through z = 0 (e.g., Kereš et al. 2005). Note that this usage of
the word “cold” differs from the meaning typically assumed by
observers: in the theoretical picture of accretion, cold gas is that
which is never shock heated to the virial temperature of the halo
as it falls into the galactic potential, reaching maximum tempera-
tures below 105 K during the accretion process; observationally,
cold gas means gas at temperatures up to nearly 104 K. Despite
this difference in nomenclature, it seems clear that a significant
portion of the accreting gas in local galaxies is expected to be at
relatively low temperature, and that this gas phase will be traced,
at least in part, by H i.

Indeed, deep observations of a few nearby spirals – most
notably the edge-on NGC 891 (Oosterloo et al. 2007), the
moderately-inclined NGC 2403 (Fraternali et al. 2002), and the
face-on NGC 6946 (Boomsma et al. 2008) – have shown that
large quantities of cold gas exist in their halos, at large vertical
distances from the thin disk. In the case of NGC 891, observa-
tions with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT)
revealed a huge neutral gas halo (e.g. Oosterloo et al. 2007, see
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G. Heald et al.: The WSRT HALOGAS Survey

Fig. 1. Overview of the HALOGAS observations of UGC 2082. The left panel shows the H i total intensity overlaid on the DSS
R-band image. The H i contours originate from the 30��-tapered image, begin at NHI = 1.0 × 1019 cm−2 and increase by powers of
two. The straight line shows the orientation of the PV slice shown in Figure 2. The right panel shows an overlay of several channels
in the lowest resolution data cube, all at a level of 0.9 mJy beam−1 (≈ 3.75σ). The contours are separated by 12.4 km s−1, begin at
593 km s−1 (dark blue) and range upward to 815 km s−1 (dark red). Both panels show the same area of the sky. The beam size of the
H i data is shown in the lower left corners of the left panel.

Fig. 2. Position-velocity (PV) diagram for UGC 2082, plot-
ted using the 30��-resolution cube. Contour levels begin at
300 µJy beam−1 (≈ 1.5σ; see Table 3) and increase by powers
of two. The dashed contours are at −300 µJy beam−1. The line
in Figure 1 indicates the orientation of the PV slice shown here.
The northeast end of the slice is to the left. At the distance listed
in Table 1, 1� corresponds to a linear scale of 3.11 kpc. The arrow
indicates an extraplanar feature described in the text.

nent to be a few times 108
M⊙, at a velocity difference of about

20 − 50 km s−1 with respect to the disk. We note that the SFR
of NGC 925 is similar to that of NGC 2403, which is the pro-
totypical galaxy demonstrating beard emission, and the latter is
somewhat more massive. Detailed modeling of NGC 925 will al-
low us to separate the regularly rotating disk emission from the
anomalous gas, determine its nature, and make a more detailed
comparison with NGC 2403.

A small companion (outside of the frame in Figure 5) is
found to the north of NGC 925 at about αJ2000.0 = 02h27m20s,
δJ2000.0 = 33d57m30s. Its H i mass is 1.27 × 107

M⊙. This object,
too, appears to have a faint optical counterpart in the DSS plates.
It is located at a projected distance of 60 kpc from the center of
NGC 925 and does not show any obvious signs of interaction.

4.4. NGC 4565

NGC 4565 is a large, edge-on spiral galaxy which is similar to
the Milky Way. The new HALOGAS observations are combined
with archival data presented by Dahlem et al. (2005). The other
two galaxies in the frame are NGC 4562, a small companion
classified in the RC3 as type SB(s)dm and visible to the south-
west of NGC 4565, and IC 3571, the small galaxy located very
close to NGC 4565 on its north side. In the PV diagram shown in
Figure 8, the vertically extended emission in NGC 4565 is seen
to have a smooth velocity gradient directly toward the systemic
velocity of IC 3571.

The distribution of H i emission is shown in Figure 7. The
total H imass detected in NGC 4565 itself is 7.43× 109

M⊙. The
galaxy is obviously warped: this can be seen in the total H i map
(particularly obvious on the north end of the disk) and also in the
first-moment image contours. NGC 4562 has a regularly rotating
H i disk with a total H i mass of 1.82 × 108

M⊙. IC 3571 is also
detected in H i (MHI = 4.18 × 107

M⊙), and the H i data show
clear signs of a minor interaction between it and NGC 4565.

NGC 4565 has a moderately high star formation rate when
compared to the rest of the HALOGAS sample. The most similar
HALOGAS sample galaxy (with existing observations to date) is
NGC 891. There are, however, several key differences between
these two galaxies. First, the SFR of NGC 4565 is only about
one quarter of that of NGC 891. Both galaxies have high rota-
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Team

MHONGOOSE
MeerKAT HI Observations of Nearby Galactic Objects:

Observing Southern Emitters

1 Abstract
We propose MHONGOOSE: a survey to map the neutral hydrogen distribution in a large, comprehensive,

distance-limited sample of nearby galaxies with D < 20 Mpc. The sample covers all inclinations, HI masses
from ∼ 105 to ∼ 1010 M⊙, and luminosity from MR ∼ −12 to MR ∼ −22. It samples the complete range
of conditions found in local galaxies: from prominent star forming disks all the way out to the little-explored
low-column density gas far out in the dark matter halo, giving the most complete picture so far of the gas-cycle
in nearby galactic environments at high angular resolution and high sensitivity.

We will study the kinematics and distribution of HI gas in the inner disk as well as the outermost disk
and close surroundings of a large, representative sample of 301 galaxies at high angular and high velocity
resolution with good sensitivity (and request 2216 hours). In addition, we propose to study a sub-sample
of 30 galaxies to much deeper limits, in order to directly detect the effects of cold accretion from the inter-
galactic medium and the links with the cosmic web (6000 hours). The total requested time is 8216 hours.
MHONGOOSE will be the first survey to provide a comprehensive inventory of the processes driving the
transformation and evolution of galaxies in the nearby universe over 5 orders of magnitude in HI mass and
column density.

MHONGOOSE will be accompanied by a large observational effort to gather data at other wavelengths.
Combination with these data will enable accurate modeling of the properties and evolution of the mass com-
ponents of a comprehensive range of nearby galaxies and link with the effects of environment, dark matter
distribution, and other fundamental properties such as halo mass and angular momentum. MHONGOOSE
will be a Nearby Galaxies Legacy Survey that will be unsurpassed until the advent of the SKA, and can serve
as a highly visible, lasting statement of MeerKAT’s capabilities.
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2 Team Members
Principal Investigator:
Erwin de Blok,
Department of Astronomy,
University of Cape Town,
Rondebosch 7700,
South Africa,
email: edeblok@ast.uct.ac.za,
tel: +27-21-650 2394/5830.

Team members:

Name Affiliation Country

Erwin de Blok Univ of Cape Town South Africa
Philippe Amram Lab. Astroph. Marseille France
Lia Athanassoula Lab. Astroph. Marseille France
Chantal Balkowski Obs de Paris France
Matt Bershady Univ of Wisconsin USA
Rob Beswick Jodrell Bank UK
Frank Bigiel Univ Berkeley USA
Sarah Blyth Univ of Cape Town South Africa
Albert Bosma Lab. Astroph. Marseille France
Roy Booth HartRAO South Africa
Antoine Bouchard McGill Univ Canada
Elias Brinks Univ of Hertfordshire UK
Claude Carignan Univ de Ouagadougou Burkina Faso
Laurent Chemin Obs de Paris France
Françoise Combes Obs de Paris France
John Conway Chalmers Univ Sweden
Simon Cross SKA SA South Africa
Jayanne English Univ Manitoba Canada
Benoit Epinat Lab. Astroph. Marseille France
Bradley Frank Univ of Cape Town South Africa
Jason Fiege Univ Manitoba Canada
Jay Gallagher Univ of Wisconsin USA
Brad Gibson Univ Lancaster UK
George Heald ASTRON Netherlands
Trish Henning Univ New Mexico USA
Benne Holwerda Univ of Cape Town South Africa
Jasper Horrell SKA SA South Africa
Helmut Jerjen RSAA, ANU Australia
Hans-Rainer Klöckner Oxford Univ UK
Bärbel Koribalski ATNF Australia
Renée Kraan-Korteweg Univ of Cape Town South Africa
Stephane Leon ESO Chile
Adam Leroy NRAO USA
Ilani Loubser UWC South Africa
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Name Affiliation Country

Stacy McGaugh Univ of Maryland USA
Gerhardt Meurer ICRAR Australia
Martin Meyer ICRAR Australia
Se-Heon Oh Univ of Cape Town South Africa
Tom Oosterloo ASTRON Netherlands
D.J. Pisano West Virginia University USA
Simon Ratcliffe SKA SA South Africa
Jerry Sellwood Rutgers Univ USA
Eva Schinnerer MPIA Germany
Anja Schröder HartRAO South Africa
Kartik Sheth NRAO USA
Kristine Spekkens RMC Canada
Snezana Stanimirovic Univ of Wisconsin USA
Kurt van der Heyden Univ of Cape Town South Africa
Wim van Driel Obs de Paris France
Lourdes Verdes- IAA, Granada Spain
Montenegro

Fabian Walter MPIA Germany
Bradley Warren ICRAR Australia
Tobias Westmeier ATNF Australia
Eric Wilcots Univ of Wisconsin USA
Ted Williams Rutgers Univ USA
Patrick Woudt Univ of Cape Town South Africa
Albert Zijlstra Univ Manchester UK

The roles of the team members are described in Section 7 on Organization. Many of the PIs of other survey
teams are member of this team (van der Heyden: PI continuum survey; Blyth & Holwerda: PIs deep HI
survey; Woudt: PI slow transients survey; van Driel: PI Virgo survey; Brinks: Medium Cluster survey). The
team also includes PIs from HI-related ASKAP projects: Koribalski is one of the PIs of WALLABY, Meyer is
the PI of DINGO. Members of HALOGAS on the team are Heald (PI) and Oosterloo. A significant number of
members are involved in SALT science and will contribute and lead SALT surveys. For further information on
multi-wavelength teams see the section on complimentarity.
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MHONGOOSE

• MHONGOOSE project: 

• 30 nearby galaxies ultra-deep for 200h each ! 
6000h (“deep”), uniform over log(MHI)

MeerKAT HI Observations of Nearby Galactic Objects: Observing Southern Emitters 



Deep

• 200h per galaxy - cf. 
THINGS 8h

• Accretion, cosmic web, 
dynamics beyond disk

• Equivalent to HALOGAS 
but different parameter 
range

• 5! = 1.2! 1019 cm-2 at 30” for 16 
km s-1 FWHM HI line at 5 km s-1 
channel spacing or 5.1017-1018 
cm-2 at 90”

Figure 2: Comparison of shallow THINGS and deep HALOGAS observations of NGC 925. Left: The HI distribution in NGC 925
from THINGS, convolved to the WSRT resolution. Lowest contour at 9 · 1019 cm−2, with each contour double the previous value.
Center: False-color image of the baryonic components. Colors as in Fig. 1. Right: The HI distribution as observed by the deep WSRT
HALOGAS survey. Lowest contour 1.8 · 1019 cm−2 with each contour double the previous value. (HI maps: courtesy G.Heald and the
HALOGAS collaboration.)

HI halos have been detected in only about a dozen galaxies. The current state-of-the art survey for these HI
halos is the WSRT HALOGAS project. Its goal is to map the distribution of the low column density (∼ 1018

cm−2) gas in a number of late-type galaxies, but with a fairly limited range in inclination and rotation velocity
(cf. Section 4.1 and Fig. 3g). HALOGAS is an exploratory survey and is not aiming to be representative of the
local galaxy population, and leaves a large part of parameter space unexplored. Nevertheless, first results
paint a dramatically different picture of hitherto familiar galaxies (Fig. 2), and indicate great potential for a
more complete understanding of the respective roles of accretion and feedback over a comprehensive range
in galaxy properties.

The deep survey of MHONGOOSE will lead to a large increase in the number of detected HI halos. For the
first time, the properties of the HI halos (e.g., spatial distribution and kinematics of gas, velocity dispersion, HI
mass function of high-velocity clouds, etc.), and how these depend on global galaxy characteristics, can be
investigated for a large range in galaxy mass and evolutionary history.
3.1.3 Cosmic Web

In recent years it has become clear that galaxies do not dominate the universal baryon budget, but are
merely the brightest pearls of an underlying cosmic web. Gaseous filaments extending between the massive
galaxies are a prediction of high-resolution numerical models of structure formation (e.g. Davé et al. 1999).
These predict that most of the baryons at low redshift are in a warm-hot intergalactic medium (WHIM; T =
105–107 K), while 25% are in the 104 K diffuse IGM, with only 25% condensed in galaxies and their gaseous
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at column densities near 1017 cm−2 significantly exceeds that seen at 1019 cm−2 (Corbelli & Bandiera 2002;
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unravel the cosmic web. At a resolution of 90 ��, the typical 5σ column density sensitivity of one of our deep
observations will be a few times 1017 cm−2. Stacking the HI profiles may push the effective column density
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from THINGS, convolved to the WSRT resolution. Lowest contour at 9 · 1019 cm−2, with each contour double the previous value.
Center: False-color image of the baryonic components. Colors as in Fig. 1. Right: The HI distribution as observed by the deep WSRT
HALOGAS survey. Lowest contour 1.8 · 1019 cm−2 with each contour double the previous value. (HI maps: courtesy G.Heald and the
HALOGAS collaboration.)
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more complete understanding of the respective roles of accretion and feedback over a comprehensive range
in galaxy properties.

The deep survey of MHONGOOSE will lead to a large increase in the number of detected HI halos. For the
first time, the properties of the HI halos (e.g., spatial distribution and kinematics of gas, velocity dispersion, HI
mass function of high-velocity clouds, etc.), and how these depend on global galaxy characteristics, can be
investigated for a large range in galaxy mass and evolutionary history.
3.1.3 Cosmic Web

In recent years it has become clear that galaxies do not dominate the universal baryon budget, but are
merely the brightest pearls of an underlying cosmic web. Gaseous filaments extending between the massive
galaxies are a prediction of high-resolution numerical models of structure formation (e.g. Davé et al. 1999).
These predict that most of the baryons at low redshift are in a warm-hot intergalactic medium (WHIM; T =
105–107 K), while 25% are in the 104 K diffuse IGM, with only 25% condensed in galaxies and their gaseous
halos. Due to the moderately high temperature in the IGM (� 104 K), most of the gas in the cosmic web
is highly ionised. To detect the cooler baryons in the cosmic web, a column density sensitivity of ∼ 1017−18

cm−2 is required. Multiple independent lines of evidence demonstrate that the surface area subtended by HI
at column densities near 1017 cm−2 significantly exceeds that seen at 1019 cm−2 (Corbelli & Bandiera 2002;
Braun & Thilker 2004; Popping et al. 2009). The MHONGOOSE deep survey will have enough sensitivity to
unravel the cosmic web. At a resolution of 90 ��, the typical 5σ column density sensitivity of one of our deep
observations will be a few times 1017 cm−2. Stacking the HI profiles may push the effective column density
sensitivity even lower. Note that while single-dish observations probing these low column density levels exist,
it is the powerful combination of resolution and sensitivity that make MeerKAT the instrument par excellence
for this work.
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(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 3: Sample properties and comparisons with other samples. (a) Top panel: distribution of HI masses for galaxies with D < 20
Mpc, |b| > 20◦ and δ < +25◦ from HICAT (black line), NHICAT (white line) and K04 (dotted line). The filled histogram shows the
total distribution, the red part constitutes our shallow sample. Bottom panel: comparison of HI masses of the shallow sample, with
those of recent HI surveys. (b): Comparison of the distribution of absolute luminosity MR of all HICAT galaxies with D < 20 Mpc
(grey line) and the HICAT galaxies in the MHONGOOSE shallow sample (red line). (c): As panel (b), but for the inclination-corrected
velocity-width. (d): Luminosity MR plotted against HI mass MHI for the HICAT sample with D < 20 Mpc (black points) and the
HICAT galaxies in the MHONGOOSE shallow sample (red points). (e): As panel (d), but for the inclination-corrected velocity width.
(f): Comparison of the Hubble types covered by MHONGOOSE and previous samples. (g): Comparison of the axis ratios b/a and
the inclination-corrected velocity widths of all HICAT galaxies with D < 20 Mpc (small grey dots) and of the HALOGAS sample (large
red dots).

Table 1: Description of interferometric HI surveys. Also see Fig. 3f
Survey Telescope N Beam Sample Limit
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
THINGS VLA 34 ∼ 10 �� late-type spirals with extended HI disks and limited range in properties

M81-group gas-rich dwarfs, δ > −30◦

LITTLE-THINGS VLA 41 ∼ 10 �� dwarf-irregulars and blue compact dwarfs, limited range in properties
δ > −30◦

FIGGS GMRT 65 ∼ 18 �� 65 dwarf irregulars within 10 Mpc, δ > −30◦ limited range in properties
LVHIS ATCA 75 ∼ 30 �� Local Volume (D < 10 Mpc) HIPASS- insufficient resolution

detected galaxies, δ < −30◦

VLA-ANGST VLA 36 ∼ 10 �� HST-observed galaxies with distance limited range in properties
limit D < 4 Mpc, δ > −30◦

MHONGOOSE MeerKAT 301 ∼ 8 �� HI-selected nearby galaxies D < 20 Mpc
of all Hubble type and inclinations

Notes: (1): Name of the survey. (2): Observing facility. (3): Number of galaxies in the sample. (4): Smallest useble beam size. (5):
Description of the sample. (6): Main reason this sample cannot address the MHONGOOSE shallow sample science goals.
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Selecting a shallow sample

• Southern galaxies less often imaged in HI

• Define shallow sample

• Criteria for the MHONGOOSE shallow sample

• HI detection 

• Extended

• Resolution sub-kpc

• Ensure log(MHI) coverage

• Little foreground extinction

• Multi-wavelength for characterization



Shallow Sample

• Overlap between HIPASS (4315) 
and SINGG (331) and SUNGG 
(200)  (Meurer et al)

• Already chosen with uniform log
(MHI) coverage

• declination < -10 deg

• D < 30 Mpc

• HI masses  "106  to "1010 M⊙

• Luminosity MR " "12 to MR " "22. 

• Samples comprehensive range of 
conditions found in local galaxies

• Bins of 0.5 dex in log(MHI) 

• Final sample 4-5 galaxies per bin
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Also

• 200 hours makes possible a 5! peak flux detection of a 
250 km/s MHI* galaxy at z=0.09

• high-resolution, high S/N inner disk



Next...

• soon: fix and prune shallow sample

• later in 2011: first proposals + 
archival data

• 2012-13: collect new shallow 
sample data, observation 
simulations

• 2014: MeerKAT commissioning

• late 2015: full observations start 


